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Green potatoes 



This week’s announcements 

  There will be a test next Wednesday 

  The final exam has been scheduled for Tuesday, 30 
April, 11:30-2:20 in Clough 102. 
  If you have a conflict with this time, inform Prof. H by the 

end of next week. 



Maxwell’s equations 
Wikipedia article on Maxwell’s Equations: 



∇•v 

∇f 

∇×v 

Coming attractions: 
integrating 

Grad, Curl, and Div 



Green, Gauß, and Stokes 



Meet George Green 

 Portrait from Mactutor archive. 



The next best thing to the 
fundamental theorem of calculus 

for double integrals 

Usual fundamental theorem - an integral can “cancel 
off” a derivative. 

New:  If you have a double integral of a derivative, you 
can cancel one integral off against the derivative.  
Carefully. 



Consider the humble potato, Ω 



As usual, we chop the potato up: 







Likewise… 



Likewise… 



In sum, 

  The counterclockwise integral of P i around the 
edge of a little sort-of rectangle is a double integral 
of – Py. over the sort-of rectangle. 

  The counterclockwise integral of Q j around the 
edge of a little sort-of rectangle is a double integral 
of Qx. over the sort-of rectangle. 

 So... there is a formula for the line integral 
of F•dr = (P i +Q j)•dr. 



Now integrate over the whole potato 

All interior contributions cancel!  Once right, 
once left.  Or once up, once down. 



Green’s formula 

This part is 0 if F = ∇ f. This part is  



Green’s formula 

The spooky thing about Green’s theorem is that you 
can find out something about the inside by integrating 
around the outside.  



Application:  The planimeter 

Picture by Paul E. Kunkel, with his kind permission. 



What does Green tell us when 

1.  P = 0, Q = x           ? 

2.  P = -y, Q = 0          ? 

3.  P = -y/2, Q = x/2   ? 



Green is a two-way street 



Green is a two-way street 

 The line integral may be easier than 
the area integral. 

 The area integral may be easier than 
the line integral. 



Green is a two-way street 

 The line integral may be easier than 
the area integral 
 Example:  unit circle, 

 P = - y cos(π (x2+y2)7/3), Q = x cos(π (x2+y2)7/3) 
  ∂Q/∂x - ∂P/∂y = 2 cos(π (x2+y2)7/3).  

 Not so nice inside the circle, but… 



Green is a two-way street 

 The line integral may be easier than 
the area integral 

 The area integral may be easier than 
the line integral 
 ∫(3x2 + y) dx + (2x + y3) dy  



Green is a two-way street 

 The line integral may be easier than 
the area integral 

 The area integral may be easier than 
the line integral 
 ∫(ex cos(2 y) + sin(x4) - 2 y) dx +  
   ∫(y2 sin(y2) sinh(y4) - 2 ex sin(2 y)) dy  



 ∫(ex cos(2 y) + sin(x4) - 2 y) dx +  
   ∫(y2 sin(y2) sinh(y4) - 2 ex sin(2 y)) dy  



, Batman!



On the inside, counterclockwise is clockwise! 









The vector form of Green 



But remembering... 

  There will be a test next Wednesday 

 What would you like to review now and next week? 



But remembering... 

  There will be a test next Wednesday 

 What would you like to review now and next week? 


